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Abstract. This paper deals with error estimates for space-time discretizations in the context of
evolutionary variational inequalities of rate-independent type. After introducing a general abstract
evolution problem, we address a fully discrete approximation and provide a priori error estimates.
The application of the abstract theory to a semilinear case is detailed. In particular, we provide
explicit space-time convergence rates for classical strain gradient plasticity and the isothermal Souza–
Auricchio model for shape-memory alloys.
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1. Introduction. The present analysis is concerned with error estimates for
space-time discretizations in the context of evolutionary variational inequalities of
rate-independent type. More precisely, let Q be a Hilbert space, E : [0, T ] ! Q " R
with T > 0 and ! : Q " [0,#) be the energy and dissipation functionals, respec-
tively. We assume that E(t, ·) and ! are continuous and convex. Moreover, as is
common in modeling hysteresis e"ects in mechanics, we assume that the system is
rate-independent, which amounts to asking that ! be positively homogeneous of de-
gree 1, i.e., !(!v) = !!(v) for all ! $ 0.

The aim of this work is to show that the solutions q : [0, T ] " Q of the nonsmooth
di"erential inclusion

(1.1) 0 % "!(q̇(t)) + DqE(t, q(t)) a.e. in (0, T )

can be well approximated by spatially discretized time-incremental minimization prob-
lems. The di#culty here is the nonsmoothness of the subdi"erential operator "!(·)
as well as the nonlinearity of the map q &" DqE(t, q). In the linear case this would
reduce to classical evolutionary variational inequalities, for which the numerics is well
studied; see, e.g., [29, 1, 2, 15, 14, 13, 41, 42, 51].
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In particular, we are here specifically interested in a semilinear case, where the
potential energy has the form

(1.2) '!q % Q : E(t, !q) def
=

1

2
(A!q, !q)Q +H(!q) * (!(t), !q)Q.

HereA is a symmetric positive definite operator,H is a di"erentiable and convex func-
tional, and ! % C1([0, T ],Q#) is the external loading. This setting is closely related to
nonlinear hardening models in linearized elastoplasticity. In particular, we shall specif-
ically consider the application of the present abstract frame to the case of strain gra-
dient plasticity [23, 24, 26, 27] as well as to the case of the isothermal Souza–Auricchio
model for shape-memory alloys (SMA). SMA are metallic alloys showing some sur-
prising thermomechanical behavior; namely, strongly deformed specimens regain their
original shape after a thermal cycle (shape-memory e!ect). Moreover, within some
specific (suitably high) temperature range, they are superelastic, meaning that they
fully recover comparably large deformations. These features are not present (at least
to this extent) in most materials traditionally used in engineering and, thus, are at
the basis of innovative and commercially valuable applications. Nowadays, shape-
memory alloys are successfully used in many applications, among which are biomedi-
cal devices (vascular stents, archwires, endo-guidewires) and micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS, i.e., actuators, valves, minigrippers, and positioners). The Souza–
Auricchio model considered here is a phenomenological, small-deformation model de-
scribing both the shape-memory and the superelastic e"ect (although in the present
isothermal reduction no shape-memory e"ect is actually reproduced). The reader is
referred to [54, 9, 6, 8] for the derivation and the mechanics and to [10, 11, 44, 4] for
the mathematical analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing our assumptions more pre-
cisely in section 2, we recall a well-posedness result from [47]. Then an error es-
timate for space-time discretizations is derived. To do so, we choose a sequence
of partitions { 0 = t!0 < t!1 < · · · < t!k! = T } of the time interval [0, T ] with
max{ t!k * t!k$1 : k = 1, . . . , k! } + # and a sequence (Qh)h>0 of finite-dimensional
spaces exhausting Q. Then, the space-time discretized incremental minimization
problem

qk!,h
def
= Argmin

"
E(t!k, !qh) + !(!qh*qk$1

!,h )
## !qh % Qh

$

has a unique solution by uniform convexity. Thus, it is possible to define the piecewise
a#ne interpolants q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh.

Our error estimates rely on an abstract approximation condition. We refer to
(2.10) for a general version, and for brevity we give here a slightly strengthened form:

(1.3)
,C > 0 'h % (0, 1] '(t, qh, w) % [0, T ]!Qh!Q ,vh % Qh :

(DqE(t, qh), vh*w)Q+!(vh*w) + Ch"
%
1+-qh-2Q

&
-w-Q.

Under a suitable additional assumption we construct a constant C > 0 such that

(1.4) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + C
%
h"/2 +

.
# + -q!,h(0)*q(0)-Q

&
.

In section 3 we show that condition (1.3) can be established by assuming that H
and ! are lower order, if compared with A. This means there exists a bigger space
X with Q / X and X # / Q# such that ! : X " [0,#) is continuous and that DqH %
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C1,Lip(Q,X #). The power $ then relates to an interpolation estimate. Moreover,
for any suitable initial condition q(0), we can find qh(0) such that -qh(0)*q(0)-Q =
O(h"/2), which provides the desired convergence of space-time discretizations.

We emphasize that our convergence rates are obtained without any further as-
sumptions on the smoothness of the solutions to be approximated. This is particularly
remarkable in connection with linearized elastoplasticity. Indeed, up to now, conver-
gence rates for linearized elastoplastic problems have been obtained exclusively by
assuming higher smoothness-in-time on the solutions. Early results in this direc-
tion are in [35, 32] (see also [33]), where O(h +

.
#) convergence for the stress is

proved for stress-based formulations under extra regularity in space for % and z.
Strain-based formulations are instead considered in [29], where the optimal-order
error in time O(#) is achieved for both u and z by assuming the extra regularity
(u, z) % W3,1(0, T,H1 !L2). Subsequently, this extra regularity requirement has been
weakened in [28, 31] ((u, z) % W2,1(0, T,H1 ! L2) and extra regularity in space for
(u̇, ż)) [2, 13] and ((%, z) % H1(0, T,L2 ! L2) and u % W1,%(0, T,H2)). A posteriori
estimates are established in [13], indeed paving the way to the possibility of apply-
ing adaptive techniques to elastoplastic problems [1, 15, 14, 51]. Error control for
strain gradient plasticity is presented in [20] where, nevertheless, the extra regularity
(u, z) % H1(0, T ; H2 ! H2) is required.

The crucial issue with respect to the mentioned error estimates is that extra reg-
ularity in plasticity is generally not to be expected, and one is lead to consider natural
regularity conditions instead, namely, the regularity ensured by the existence proof.
Note that the issue of proving convergence of fully discrete schemes under natural
regularity conditions has been already tackled in [30] (see also [29, sect. 11.4, p. 253]).
The reader is referred to [41, 42] for some additional material in the direction of con-
vergence of finite element methods in elastoplasticity as well as to [53, 50] for results
on error control of implicit time-discretizations of nonlinear parabolic problems.

The main point of our analysis is precisely that of proving a priori error esti-
mates for (1.1) under sole natural regularity conditions, that is, without assuming
extra regularity of the solutions. Note, however, that our overall assumptions will
correspond to the occurrence of gradient terms. In particular, classical linearized
elastoplasticity cannot be directly accommodated in our setting, as the lack of the
plastic strain gradient would prevent us from exhibiting an explicit convergence rate
(convergence, however, being ensured) and the reader is referred to [37] for a recent
result in this direction. On the other hand, we are in the position to specify our ab-
stract convergence result to the case of strain gradient plasticity and the isothermal
Souza–Auricchio model in sections 4–5. Related convergence results for models of
phase transformations in shape-memory alloys were obtained in [38, 45, 43]; however,
there no convergence rates were obtained. In fact, for the relevant models, the unique-
ness of solutions is not known, and hence only convergence of suitable subsequences
has been established.

2. An abstract approximation result. We consider a Hilbert space Q with
dual Q#. The norm of Q and the duality product between Q# and Q are denoted
by -·-Q and (·, ·)Q, respectively. For some reference time T > 0 we are given an
energy functional E : [0, T ] ! Q " R and a dissipation potential ! : Q " [0,#).
We assume that ! is positively homogeneous of degree 1, which makes the system
rate-independent. Moreover, ! will be assumed to be bounded on bounded sets and
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to satisfy the triangle inequality. Hence, we have that

'! > 0 'q % Q : !(!q) = !!(q),(2.1a)

,c! > 0 'q % Q : !(q) + c!-q-Q,(2.1b)

'q1, q2 % Q : !(q1+q2) + !(q1) + !(q2).(2.1c)

Notice that (2.1a) and (2.1c) imply that ! is convex.
In this abstract section we pose quite general conditions on E that will be speci-

fied to the semilinear case in the following section. Finally, in section 5, we will show
that these conditions are satisfied for the Souza–Auricchio model for phase transfor-
mations in the SMA; see [44, 4]. To simplify the presentation we give slightly stronger
conditions than those that are really needed. We use the convention that a function
f % Ck(Q, Y ) is k times Fréchet di"erentiable such that the kth derivative is still
continuous and bounded on bounded sets. We let

E % C3([0, T ] ! Q,R),(2.2a)

,& > 0 : E(t, ·) is &-uniformly convex, i.e., D2
qE(t, q) $ &, I,(2.2b)

where I is the identity in Q. We consider the doubly nonlinear evolution equation

(2.3) 0 % "!(q̇(t)) + DqE(t, q(t)) a.e. in (0, T ).

As usual, (̇ ) denotes the time derivative d
dt . We say that q is a solution of the rate-

independent system (Q, E ,!) if q % W 1,1([0, T ],Q) and (2.3) holds. We say that q
solves the initial-value problem (Q, E ,!, q0) if additionally q(0) = q0 holds.

Using the definition of the subdi"erential "!(q̇), relation (2.3) turns out to be
equivalent to the variational inequality

(2.4) 'v % Q : (DqE(t, q(t)), v*q̇(t))Q + !(v) * !(q̇(t)) $ 0.

We define the set of stable states at time t via

(2.5) S(t) def
=

"
q % Q

##'!q % Q : E(t, q) + E(t, !q) + !(!q*q)
$
.

Since 1-homogeneity of ! implies "!(q̇) / "!(0) we see that (2.3) implies q(t) % S(t)
a.e. in (0, T ). This can be seen as a static stability condition, which has to hold for
all t % [0, T ] by continuity of DqE and the closedness of "!(0), entailing the natural
restriction q0 % S(0) for the initial datum. The following results provide useful a
priori estimates.

Proposition 2.1. Assume that (2.1) and (2.2) hold.
(a) Then, for all t % [0, T ] we have

(2.6) q % S(t) 01 *DqE(t, q) % "!(0).

(b) There is a constant CR
0 > 0 such that

q % S(t) =1 -q-Q + CR
0 , -DqE(t, q)-Q! + c! and(2.7a)

'!q % Q : E(t, q) + &
2

-!q*q-2Q + E(t, !q) + !(!q*q).(2.7b)

(c) If (t, q0) % [0, T ]!Q and q" minimizes q &" E(t, q)+!(q*q0), then q" % S(t).
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Proof. Part (a) follows from the very definition of subdi"erential; for more details,
the reader is referred to [47] . Moreover, (2.7b) is an immediate consequence of the
fact that q % S(t) is the unique minimizer of the functional !q &" E(t, !q) + !(!q*q),
which is still &-uniformly convex (cf. [43, Thm. 4.1]).

To establish (2.7a) we first observe that ' % "!(0) implies -'-Q! + c! because
of (2.1b). Now let $ = supt&[0,T ] -DqE(t, 0)-Q! and estimate

&-q-2Q = &-q*0-2Q + (DqE(t, q)*DqE(t, 0), q*0)
+

%
-DqE(t, q)-Q!+-DqE(t, 0)-Q!

&
-q-Q +

%
c!+$

&
-q-Q,

which implies that (2.7a) holds with CR
0 =

%
c!+$

&
/&. This proves part (b).

Part (c) follows easily form part (a), since the minimizer satisfies *DqE(t, q") %
"!(q"*q0) / "!(0).

We now treat the question of the error estimate of space-time discretizations. Let
us choose a set of parameters h % (0, 1] (mesh sizes) having in mind the limit h " 0,
and let Qh be closed subspaces of Q. Typically, Qh is a finite-dimensional subspace
of Q, like a finite element space. By convention, let Q0

def
= Q to include the full case

via h = 0.
It is convenient to introduce the set of stable states Sh(t) for any t % [0, T ] by

simply replacing Q by Qh in (2.5).
We recall now that for all h % [0, 1] the rate-independent variational inequality

(2.4) restricted to Qh admits a unique solution qh : [0, T ] " Qh for any given stable
initial data q0h, i.e., q

0
h % Sh(0). This existence theory has been developed in [47]

and is based on the construction of a sequence of incremental minimization problems.
The theory avoids any compactness arguments and uses smoothness to obtain strong
convergence. More precisely, we consider a second approximation parameter # % (0, T ]
(time step) and a partition %! = {0 = t!0 < t!1 < · · · < t!k! = T } with

t!k * t!k$1 + # for k = 1, . . . , k! .

We let q0!,h
def
= q0h and we consider the following incremental problems:

(IP)!,h
'
for k = 1, . . . , k! find

qk!,h % Argmin
"
E(t!k, !qh)+!(!qh*qk$1

!,h ) | !qh % Qh

$
.

By uniform convexity and continuity, the solutions qk!,h exist and are uniquely deter-
mined. We define an approximate solution q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh as the piecewise a#ne
interpolants given by

(2.8) q!,h(t)
def
=

t!k * t

t!k * t!k$1

qk$1
!,h +

t * t!k$1

t!k * t!k$1

qk!,h for t % [t!k$1, t
!
k], k = 1, . . . , k! ,

where qk!,h solves (IP)!,h.
Then, for each fixed h % [0, 1], we show that a subsequence of q!,h has a limit as #

tends to 0 and this limit function qh : [0, T ] " Qh satisfies (2.4), where Q is replaced
by Qh.

In rate-independent problems uniqueness results and Lipschitz-continuous depen-
dence on the initial data are rather exceptional, as usually strong assumptions on the
nonlinearities are needed; see [47, 46]. In the present case these assumptions hold
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and we are able to deduce the convergence of the whole sequence q!,h to the unique
solution of (Qh, E ,!, q0h). Let us summarize this discussion in the following statement,
which is a slight generalization of Theorem 7.1 in [47], in particular since we state
uniformity in h $ 0.

Theorem 2.2. Assume (2.1) and (2.2). Then, for all h % [0, 1] and all q0h %
Sh(0), there exists a unique solution qh % CLip([0, T ],Qh) of the initial-value problem
(Q, E ,!, q0h). Moreover, there exist positive constants CR

0 , CR
1 , and C̄ such that, for

all h % [0, 1] and all partitions %! , we have

-q!,h(t)-Q + CR
0 , -qh(t)-Q + CR

0 for all t % [0, T ];(2.9a)

-q̇!,h(t)-Q + CR
1 , -q̇h(t)-Q + CR

1 for a.a. t % [0, T ];(2.9b)

-q!,h(t)*qh(t)-Q + C̄
.
# for all t % [0, T ].(2.9c)

The important fact is that estimate (2.9c) for the time approximation is uniform
in h. The reader is referred to the appendix for the detailed proof of (2.9c), which is a
crucial ingredient in obtaining the error estimate of space-time discretizations. Con-
dition (2.9a) follows from Proposition 2.1 by combining parts (b) and (c). Conditions
(2.9b) are ensured by [47, Thm. 7.5.b].

Now we address the question of the limit h " 0. For this, we have to impose
suitable conditions that allow us to approximate elements in Q via elements of Qh.
Again we will use smoothness and uniform convexity in the spirit of section 7.2 in
[47]. The approximation condition for our error bounds reads as follows:

,CA > 0 'h % (0, 1] 't % [0, T ], qh % Sh(t), w % Q, ,vh % Qh :(2.10)

(DqE(t, qh), vh*w)Q+!(vh*w) + CA h"-w-Q.

This condition is formulated in such a way that we still see the interplay between
the potential forces DqE(t, q) and the dissipation !, because of the definition of the
stability sets Sh. Moreover, as Sh are usually much smaller than Qh and we have the
a priori bound (2.9a), condition (2.10) turns out to be weaker than (1.3).

Theorem 2.3. Assume that Q, Qh, E, and ! satisfy (2.1), (2.2) and that (2.10)
holds. Then, there exists a constant C" > 0 such that, for any h % (0, 1], q0h % Sh(0),
any partition %! , and any q0 % S(0), the unique solution q of the initial-value problem
(Q, E ,!, q0) satisfies the estimate

(2.11) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + C"
%
h"/2+

.
#+-q0h*q0-Q

&
for all t % [0, T ],

where q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh is defined via (2.8) with q0!,h = q0h.
There are two possible strategies for establishing the desired result. For each

fixed h % (0, 1] we may discretize in time and show that the error between the time-
discrete q!,h and time-continuous solutions qh can be controlled by

.
# , uniformly in

h. Then, we can use variational inequalities on the time-continuous level to estimate
-qh(t)*q(t)-2Q. This is the approach of the proof given below. Another alternative
would be to consider a fixed time-discretization and to estimate -qk!,h*qk! -2Q uniformly
with respect to # and k = 1, . . . , k! (cf. [4]).

In the following, the notations for the constants introduced in the proofs are valid
only in the proof.

Proof. Since the first term in the right-hand side of

(2.12) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + -q!,h(t)*qh(t)-Q + -qh(t)*q(t)-Q
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is already estimated in (2.9c) it remains to estimate the second one. Since qh solves
(Qh, E ,!, q0h) and q solves (Q, E ,!, q0) we have the two variational inequalities

'vh % Qh : (DqE(t, qh(t)), vh*q̇h(t))Q + !(vh) * !(q̇h(t)) $ 0,(2.13)

'v % Q : (DqE(t, q(t)), v*q̇(t))Q + !(v) * !(q̇(t)) $ 0,(2.14)

which hold a.e. in (0, T ). We may choose v = q̇h(t) in (2.14) and add it to (2.13),
obtaining

(DqE(t, qh(t)), vh*q̇h(t))Q + (DqE(t, q(t)), q̇h(t)*q̇(t))Q + !(vh) * !(q̇(t)) $ 0.

Employing the triangle inequality (2.1c) we find

(DqE(t, qh(t))*DqE(t, q(t)), q̇h(t)*q̇(t))Q + (DqE(t, qh(t)), vh*q̇(t))Q + !(vh*q̇(t)).

Since qh(t) % Sh(t) we can use (2.10) and find

(2.15) (DqE(t, qh(t))*DqE(t, q(t)), q̇h(t)*q̇(t))Q + CAh"-q̇(t)-Q,

where we took advantage of the fact that vh in (2.13) was arbitrary. Now define

(2.16) !(t)
def
= (DqE(t, qh(t))*DqE(t, q(t)), qh(t)*q(t))Q $ &-qh(t)*q(t)-2Q,

where we used the &-uniform convexity of E . We have

!̇ = ("tDqE(t, qh)*"tDqE(t, q), qh*q)Q + 2(DqE(t, qh)*DqE(t, q), q̇h*q̇)Q
+ (DqE(t, q)*DqE(t, qh)+D2

qE(t, qh)[qh*q], q̇h)Q
+ (DqE(t, qh)*DqE(t, q)+D2

qE(t, q)[q*qh], q̇)Q.

Using the smoothness of E (cf. (2.2), (2.15)) implies that there exists C1 > 0 (inde-
pendent of h) such that

!̇ + 0 + 2CACR
1 h" + C1

%
-q̇-Q+-q̇h-Q

&
-qh*q-2Q.

Owing to Theorem 2.2, (2.16), and the notation !C def
= 2CR

1 max{CA, C1}, we deduce
that

!̇ + !C
(
h"+

!

&

)
.

In particular, we readily obtain that

!(t) + !(0)e !Ct/# + &
%
e
!Ct/#*1

&
h"

and we have

(2.17) &-qh(t) * q(t)-2Q + !(t) + e
!Ct/#

%
!(0) + &h").

Note that q(0) and qh(0) are bounded, uniformly with respect to h. Hence we conclude
that there exists C2 > 0 (independent of h) such that !(0) + C2-q0h*q0-2Q. This
implies that the solutions q : [0, T ] " Q and qh : [0, T ] " Qh of the rate-independent
systems (Q, E ,!, q0) and (Qh, E ,!, q0h), respectively, satisfy

-qh(t)*q(t)-2Q + e
!CT/#

*
C2

&
-q0h*q0-2Q + h"

+
.

Together with (2.12) this completes the proof.
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3. Specification to the semilinear case. In this section, we apply the abstract
theory developed above to the case where the energy has a leading-order quadratic
part and a lower order nonlinear part H that is still convex. Moreover, the dissipation
potential will also be of lower order. Then, we will be able to exploit the situation
where the approximation of points q % Q via points qh % Qh has an order of conver-
gence in the weaker norm -·-X , where X is a Banach space such that Q / X densely
and continuously and X # / Q#. We will use the symbol (·, ·)X for the duality pairing
between X # and X . Recall that we have that

'x# % X # 'q % Q : (x#, q)X = (x#, q)Q.

More precisely, the energy functional has the following form:

't % [0, T ] 'q % Q : E(t, q) def
= 1

2 (Aq, q)Q +H(q) * (!(t), q)Q,(3.1a)

where

A % Lin(Q,Q#), A = A", and ,& > 0 '!q % Q : (A!q, !q)Q $ &-!q-2Q,(3.1b)

H % C3(Q;R), H : Q " R convex, and DqH % C0(Q;X #),(3.1c)

! % C3([0, T ];X #).(3.1d)

We call ! the external loading and H the hardening potential. Clearly, (3.1) im-
plies that E satisfies assumptions (2.2) and that the derivative is semilinear, namely,
DqE(t, q) = Aq +DqH(q) * !(t).

For the dissipation functional ! we strengthen the condition (2.1) as follows:

(3.2) ! : Q " [0,#) satisfies (2.1) and ,C! > 0 'q % X : !(q) + C!-q-X .

3.1. The error estimate. The next result establishes a new a priori esti-
mate for solutions, or more generally for stable states. Taking advantage of the
semilinear structure we obtain a bound for -Aq-X !, which is crucial to establish
the approximation condition (2.10). For this result, we introduce the notations

CH
1

def
= sup'q'Q(CR

0
-DqH(q)-X ! and C!

0
def
= supt&[0,T ]-!(t)-X ! .

Proposition 3.1. Assume that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. Then, there exists a
constant CX such that for all (t, q) with q % S(t) we have DqE(t, q),Aq % X #,
-DqE(t, q)-X ! + C!, and -Aq-X ! + CX .

Proof. By Proposition 2.1 there exists CR
0 > 0 such that -q-Q + CR

0 and
*DqE(t, q) % "!(0) for all q % S(t). The second condition in (3.2) implies that
every ' % "!(0) / Q# satisfies |(', v)| + C!-v-X . Thus, we have ' % X # / Q#

and -'-X ! + C! for every ' % "!(0). We find Aq = DqE(t, q) * DqH(q) + !(t) =
*' * DqH(q) + !(t) % X # with the bound

-Aq-X ! + -'*DqH(q)+!(t)-X ! + C! + CH
1 + C!

0 .

Thus, the assertion holds with CX def
= C! + CH

1 + C!
0 .

As a corollary, every solution of (Q, E ,!, q0) satisfies -Aq(t)-X ! + CX for all
t % [0, T ].

To satisfy the approximation condition we have to find vectors vh % Qh approx-
imating a given w % Q in a suitable way. For this we assume the existence of linear
operators Ph : Q " Qh with the following properties. There exist positive constants
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CP
0 and CP

1 and a positive exponent (1 such that for all h % (0, 1], v % Q, and vh % Qh

we have

-Phv-Q + CP
0 -v-Q,(3.3a)

-(Ph*I)v-X + CP
1 h$1-v-Q,(3.3b)

where I denotes the identity on Q.
In subsection 4.2 we will see that the above convergence rates can be easily realized

in practice. Before formulating the main theorem we give the typical situation we have
in mind. Note that in Examples 3.2, 3.7, and 3.8 the derivative with respect to x is
denoted by (·)#.

Example 3.2. Consider & = (0, 1), Q = H1
0(&), -q-2Q =

, 1
0 (q

#(x))2 dx, X =
L2(&), and Au = *(au#)#, where a % C%([0, 1]) with a(x) $ & > 0 for all x % &
and ) % (0, 1]. For k % N subdivide & into k subintervals of equal length h = 1/k.
Then, we define Qh as the set of continuous and piecewise a"ne functions on the
corresponding intervals. Moreover, let Ph be the a"ne interpolant on the partition,
namely, (Phq)#(x) = k

,
Ij
q#(y) dy for x % Ij

def
=

%
(j*1)/k, j/k

&
. Then, (3.3) holds

with exponent (1 = 1.
Using all of the above assumptions we are now able to establish the approximation

condition and hence control the space-time discretization error via Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 3.3. Assume (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Then, there exists Csl

" > 0 such
that for all q0 % S(0), h % (0, 1], q0h % Sh(0), and all partitions %! we have

(3.4) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + Csl
"
%
h$1/2+

.
#+-q0*q0h-Q

&
for all t % [0, T ],

where q : [0, T ] " Q is the solution of (Q, E ,!, q0) and q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh is defined
via (2.8) with q0!,h = q0h.

The proof of this result follows directly from Theorem 2.2 if we establish the ap-
proximation condition (2.10). We shall establish this fact in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4. Assume (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Then, the approximation
condition (2.10) holds with vh = Phw and $ = (1, where (1 is defined as in (3.3b).

Proof. We fix t % [0, T ] and take any q % S(t), qh % Sh(t), and w % Q. By
Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 and (3.3b) we have

-q-Q + CR
0 , -qh-Q + CR

0 , -vh*w-X + CP
1 h$1-w-Q,

-Aqh-X ! + CX , -Aq-X ! + CX .(3.5)

With the definition (3.1a) of E and assumptions (3.1c) and (3.2), we get

(DqE(t, qh), vh*w)Q + !(vh*w) = (Aqh+DqH(qh)*!(t), vh*w)Q + !(vh*w)

+ (A(qh*q), vh*w)Q +
%
-Aq-X !+-DqH(qh)-X !+-!(t)-X !+C!

&
-vh*w-X .

Using CH
1 and C!

0 as defined above, we find

(3.6)
(DqE(t, qh), vh*w)Q + !(vh*w)

+ (A(qh*q), vh*w)Q +
%
CX+CH

1 +C!
0+C!

&
CP

1 h$1-w-Q.

In particular, the second term in the above right-hand side is as required in (2.10).
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Hence, it remains to estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (3.6) by
letting

(A(qh*q), vh*w)Q + -A(qh*q)-X !-vh*w-X

+
%
-Aqh-X ! + -Aq-X !

&
-vh*w-X

(3.5)
+ 2CXCP

1 h$1-w-Q.

This finishes the proof.

3.2. Control of the initial error. We shall now complement the result of
Theorem 3.3 by explicitly exhibiting a convergence rate for the initial error term
-q0*q0h-Q. To this aim, we start by strengthening the requirements on the linear
operators Ph : Q " Q# by asking for two positive constants CP

2 , CP
3 and two positive

exponents (2, (3 such that, in addition to (3.3), for all h % (0, 1], v % Q, and vh % Qh,
one has that

-(P"
hA*APh)v-Q! + CP

2 h$2-v-Q,(3.7a)

-(Ph*I)vh-Q + CP
3 h$3-vh-Q.(3.7b)

Note that, if Ph is a projection, then (3.7b) holds with CP
3 = 0 and any (3 > 0.

Moreover, if Ph commutes with A like Galerkin projections, then (3.7a) holds with
CP

2 = 0 and any (2 > 0. Although both of our applications (sections 4–5) rely on
Galerkin projections, we shall, however, keep the abstract discussion on the more
general setting. This aim for generality is motivated by the observation that the use
of Galerkin projectors could result in a weaker convergence result. An example of this
circumstance is detailed in Example 3.7 below.

Let us now present a lemma that will be useful in what follows. It provides an
approximation result for q % Q in the Q-norm under the additional assumption of
higher regularity, i.e., Aq % X #.

Lemma 3.5. Assume (3.1b), (3.3), and (3.7). Then, there exists CP
4 > 0 such

that for each h % (0, 1] and q % Q with Aq % X # we have the estimate

(3.8) -(Ph*I)q-Q + CP
4 max

"%
h$1-q-Q-Aq-X !

&1/2
, h$2-q-Q, h$3/2-q-Q

$
.

Proof. To estimate 'h
def
= -(Ph*I)q-Q we employ A via (3.1b), (3.3), and (3.7).

Using the abbreviation R
def
= -q-Q we obtain

&'2h + (A(Ph*I)q, (Ph*I)q)Q
= ((P"

hA*APh)(Ph*I)q, q)Q + (A(Ph*I)Phq, q)Q * (A(Ph*I)q, q)Q
+ 'hCP

2 h$2R+ CP
3 h$3-Phq-Q-A-Lin(Q,Q!)R+ -Aq-X !-(Ph*I)q-X

+ 'hCP
2 h$2R+ CP

3 CP
0 h$3-A-Lin(Q,Q!)R

2 + -Aq-X !CP
1 h$1R

+ &
2
'2h +

1

2&

%
CP

2

&2
h2$2R2 + CP

3 CP
0 h$3-A-Lin(Q,Q!)R

2 + -Aq-X !CP
1 h$1R,

where we used y1y2 + #
2 y

2
1 +

1
2#y

2
2 in the last passage. Canceling the first term on the

right-hand side, we have the desired estimate.
We now present a possible choice for the initial condition q0h for the spatially

discretized rate-independent systems (Qh, E ,!). For a given q0 % Q and h % (0, 1] we
define

(3.9) q0h
def
= Argmin{E(0, !qh)+!(!qh*Phq

0) | !qh % Qh}.
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By the uniform convexity of E(0, ·) the value is uniquely defined. Moreover, the
triangle inequality (2.1c) implies

E(0, q0h) + E(0, !qh)+!(!qh*Phq
0)*!(q0h*Phq

0) + E(0, !qh)+!(!qh*q0h)

for all !qh % Qh, i.e., q0h % Sh(0). We now prove that it is close to Phq0 and q0 if
q0 % S(0).

Proposition 3.6. Assume (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.7). Then, there exists
Csl

0 > 0 such that for all q0 % S(0) and all h % (0, 1] the value q0h % Qh defined via
(3.9) satisfies

(3.10) -q0h*q0-Q + Csl
0 h

"/2,

with $ = min{(1, 2(2,(3}, where (i, i = 1, 2, 3, are defined as in (3.3) and (3.7).
Proof. Since q0 % S(0) we can apply (2.7b) for !q = q0h, and we obtain

(3.11)

&

2
-q0h*q0-2Q + E(0, q0h) * E(0, q0) + !(q0h*q0)

+ E(0, q0h) * E(0, q0) + !(q0h * Phq
0) + !(Phq

0 * q0)

+ E(0,Phq
0) * E(0, q0) + !((Ph*I)q0),

where we have used the triangle inequality (2.1c) in the second estimate and the fact
that q0h is a minimizer in the third. Define

I(q0,Phq
0)

def
=

- 1

0
(DqE(0, q0+s(Ph*I)q0)*DqE(0, q0), (Ph*I)q0)Qds.

Thus using Taylor’s formula, (3.2), and Proposition 3.1, we deduce from (3.11) that

&

2
-q0h*q0-2Q + I(q0,Phq

0) + (DqE(0, q0), (Ph*I)q0)Q + !((Ph*I)q0)

+ I(q0,Phq
0) + -DqE(0, q0)-X !-(Ph*I)q0-X + C!-(Ph*I)q0-X

+ I(q0,Phq
0) + 2C!CP

1 h$1-q0-Q.(3.12)

For I(q0,Phq0) we use that, by (3.3a) and (2.9a), we know -Phq0-Q + CP
0 CR

0 .
On the ball of radius (1+CP

0 )CR
0 the second derivative of E is bounded by a constant

CE
2 > 0 and we obtain I(q0,Phq0) + CE

2
2 -(Ph*I)q0-2Q. Since q0 % S(0), Proposition

3.1 yields -Aq0-X ! + CX . Thus, Lemma 3.5 implies that there exists CI > 0 such
that I(q0,Phq0) + CIh" . Hence we infer from (3.12) the desired result.

3.3. Discussion via examples. Let us now elaborate on Example 3.2 in order
to motivate the generality of (3.7) by showing that the choice of Galerkin projectors
for Ph may not be optimal.

Example 3.7. In the very same setting of Example 3.2, by letting Ph be the a"ne
interpolant on the partition one can choose (2 = ), arbitrary (3 > 0, and the constants
CP

0 = 1, CP
1 = 1/*, CP

2 = -a-C"([0,1]), and CP
3 = 0. The approximation in Q provided

in Lemma 3.5 is not always optimal. If a % C1([0, 1]), then Aq % X # = L2(&) implies
q % H2(&) and, hence, -(Ph*I)q-H1 + Ch-q-H2 , while the lemma just gives the bound
h1/2.

The use of the Galerkin projection PGal
h results indeed in a weaker convergence
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statement. The Galerkin projection is defined by letting $j
def
=

,
Ij
a(y) dy for 1 + j + k

as

(PGal
h q)#(x)

def
=

1

$j

-

Ij

a(y) q#(y) dy * CGal
h (q) for x % Ij , where

CGal
h (q)

def
=

.
k/

i=1

h

$i

0$1 k/

i=1

h

$i

-

Ii

a(y) q#(y) dy

is the only (q-dependent) constant letting (PGal
h q)(0) = (PGal

h q)(1) = 0. Indeed, one
can check that

-(PGal
h * I)q-L2 + CPGal

1 h%-q-H1

where the constant CPGal

1 > 0 scales with the square root of the oscillation of a. As

we have that CPGal

0 = 1, CPGal

2 = CPGal

3 = 0, (1 = ), and (2,(3 > 0 are arbitrary, by
using the Galerkin projector PGal

h , Lemma 3.5 provides the rate h%/2, whereas in the
case of the a"ne interpolant Ph we have the stronger hmin{1/2,%}.

Finally, we notice that the power of h in (3.3b) and (3.7a) depends on the choice
of X . Of course, the optimal choice is to make X as big as allowable by the condition
(3.2) for !. We illustrate this in the following, which gives our first example of
convergence rates for space-time discretizations.

Example 3.8. We consider the situation of Example 3.2 with & = (0, 1), Q =

H1
0(&), E(t, q) =

, 1
0

%
1
2 (q

#(x))2+H(q(x))*+(t, x)·q(x)
&
dx, and !(q̇) =

, 1
0 |q̇| dx. We

assume that H % C3(R;R) is convex and that + % C1([0, 1]; L%(&)). Thus, the abstract
nonsmooth di!erential inclusion (1.1) takes the explicit form

0 % Sign
%
q̇(t, x)

&
* q##(t, x) + DqH(q(t, x)) * +(t, x) for (t, x) % [0, T ] ! &,

q(t, 0) = q(t, 1) = 0 for t % [0, T ].

Here “Sign” denotes the multivalued signum function with Sign(0) = [*1, 1].
As in Example 3.2, the subspaces Qh contain the piecewise a"ne functions on an

equidistant partition of & = (0, 1), and the piecewise a"ne interpolants Ph : Q " Qh

coincide with the orthogonal Galerkin projectors. Then, taking X = Lp(&) with p %
[1,#], we may prove that the power is (1 = !((p) def

= min
%
1, 12+

1
p

&
in (3.3b). Since

(2 and (3 may be taken as big as we like, our main approximation result (3.4) in
Theorem 3.3 gives the error bound

-q!,h(t)*q(t)-H1 + Csl
"
%.
#+h!$(p)/2+-q!,h(0)*q(0)-H1

&
for t % [0, T ].

By choosing p % [1, 2] we obtain the spatial convergence rate h1/2.

4. Application to strain gradient plasticity.

4.1. Strain gradient plasticity. We shall start by briefly recalling classical
strain gradient plasticity. The reader is referred to [23, 24, 26, 27] for additional details
and motivation and to [37] for convergence rates under natural regularity for classical
linearized elastoplasticity with linear kinematic hardening (no plastic gradient).

We consider a material with a reference configuration & / Rd with d % {2, 3},
where & is an open bounded set with Lipschitz boundary. This body may undergo
elastic and plastic deformation. We shall denote by u : & " Rd the body displace-
ment. The linearized strain tensor is classically given by e(u)

def
= 1

2 (2u+2uT) % Rd)d
sym ,
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where Rd)d
sym is the space of symmetric d!d tensors endowed with the scalar product

v:w
def
= tr(vTw) and the corresponding norm |v|2 def

= v:v for all v, w % Rd)d
sym . Here (·)T

and tr(·) denote the transpose and the trace of the tensor, respectively. The strain
e(u) is additively decomposed into e(u) = ,el + z, where ,el : & " Rd)d

sym is the elastic

strain, whereas z : & " Rd)d
dev stands for the plastic strain. Here, Rd)d

dev is the space of
symmetric d ! d tensors with vanishing trace.

The set of admissible displacements F is chosen as a suitable subspace of
H1(&;Rd) by prescribing homogeneous Dirichlet data on the measurable subset 'Dir

of "&, i.e.,

F def
=

"
u % H1(&;Rd)

## u = 0 on 'Dir

$
.

Nonhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions could be considered as well by letting u =
1u + uDir with 1u % F . The plastic strain z belongs to Z def

= H1(&;Rd)d
dev ) and we let

Q def
= F ! Z. We choose X def

= XF ! XZ , where, given - % [0, 1/2),

XF
def
= L2(&;Rd) ! H$&('Neu;Rd), XZ

def
= L2(&;Rd)d

dev ),

where we assume that 'Neu
def
= "& \ 'Dir has a Lipschitz d*2 boundary in "&.

Moreover, we will denote by (·, ·)XF the duality pairing between X #
F and XF . In

particular, note that the injection i : Q " X given by i(u, z)
def
= (u, !u, z), where

! : H1(&) " L2('Neu) is the standard trace operator, is continuous and dense. Hence,
upon identifying

X = X # = X #
F ! X #

Z =
(
L2(&;Rd) ! H&

0('Neu;Rd)
)

! L2(&;Rd)d
dev ),

we have that (Q,X ,Q#) forms a classical Gelfand triplet.

We will denote the states by q
def
= (u, z). We assume that 'Dir has positive surface

measure so that Korn’s inequality holds, i.e., there exists CKorn > 0 such that

(4.1) 'u % F : -e(u)-2
L2(";Rd"d

sym )
$ CKorn-u-2H1(";Rd).

For more details on Korn’s inequality and its consequences, we refer the reader to [40]
or [21].

The stored-energy potential takes the form

(4.2) E(t, u, z) def
=

-

"

(
W (x, e(u)(x), z(x))+

.

2
|2z(x)|2

)
dx * (l(t), u)XF .

Here . is a positive coe#cient that is expected to measure some nonlocal interaction
e"ect for the internal variable z, whereas W : & ! Rd)d

sym ! Rd)d
dev " R is the stored-

energy density and reads as

W (x, e(u)(x), z(x))
def
=

1

2

%
(e(u)(x)*z(x)):C(e(u)(x)*z(x))

&
+

c2
2
|z(x)|2.

In the latter, C is the elastic tensor and c2 > 0 is a hardening modulus. For simplicity,
we will omit any dependence on the material point x % &. Moreover, l(t) denotes an
applied mechanical loading of the form

(4.3) (l(t), u)XF
def
=

-

"
fappl(t, x)·u(x)dx+

-

#Neu

gappl(t, x)·u(x)d',
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where fappl and gappl are given body forces and a surface traction on 'Neu.
The plastic flow rule is enforced by means of the definition of the dissipation

potential

(4.4) /(v)
def
=

-

"
0|v(x)|dx, where 0 > 0.

The material constitutive relation reads as the di!erential inclusion

(4.5)

*
0

"/(ż)

+
+

*
"uE(t, q)
"zE(t, q)

+
3
*

0
0

+
,

where "uE(t, q) = *div (C(e(u)*z)) * l(t), "zE(t, q) = *C(e(u)*z) + c2z * .(z.
Hence, the first component provides the elastic equilibrium equations, whereas the
second component gives the plastic flow law.

By letting q = (u, z), !(q̇) = /(ż), and (!(t), q)Q = (l(t), u)XF , system (4.5) can
be rewritten in the abstract form

(4.6) "!(q̇) +Aq * !(t) 3 0,

where

(4.7) A
def
=

*
*div(Ce(·)) div (C(·))

*Ce(·) C(·) * .((·) + c2I(·)

+
,

where I is the identity in Z. Here we assume that the elasticity tensor C is a symmetric
positive definite map, i.e.,

(4.8) ,µ > 0 'e % Rd)d
sym : e:C:e $ µ|e|2.

By assuming fappl % C3([0, T ]; L2(&;Rd)) and gappl % C3([0, T ]; H&
0('Neu;Rd)) in

(4.3), we readily check that ! % C3([0, T ];X #) (see (3.1d)). By letting H = 0 and
using (4.8), we clearly have that (3.1) is satisfied.

4.2. The spatial discretization. Before introducing the spatial discretization,
we shall reinforce our assumptions by asking & to be a polyhedron. This requirement
is quite classical and basically meant to simplify the forthcoming presentation. In
particular, our analysis can be generalized to piecewise smooth domains by means
of additional technicalities (see, for instance, [12, 17]). Moreover, for the sake of
definiteness we require that each face of "& is contained either in 'Dir or in 'Neu.

Our space-discrete analysis will follow from the H1+' regularity of the associ-
ated boundary value problem for linearized elastostatics and the Neumann problem.
Namely, we explicitly require that &, 'Dir, and C satisfy the following condition:

(4.9)
,% % (0, 1] , 1C > 0 'f % X #

F 'g % L2(&) :

-uf-H1+#(";Rd) + 1C-f-X !
F

and --g-H1+#(") + 1C-g-L2("),

where uf % F and -g % H1(&) are the unique solution u and -, respectively, of

'v % F :

-

"
Ce(u):e(v)dx = (f, v)XF ,

'' % H1(&) :

-

"
c2-' + .2-·2'dx =

-

"
g'dx.
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The latter regularity requirement is quite natural and is fulfilled (with % = 1)
when 'Neu = 4 and & is either smooth [16, Thm. 2.2-4, p. 99] or a convex polyhedron;
see [25] for the 2D case and [18, 22] for the 3D case. Nonconvex polyhedrons can also
be considered (possibly with % < 1) and results for the mixed Neumann–Dirichlet
conditions are also available [22]. Additional details on regularity issues and asymp-
totic developments of solutions near corner points may be found in [39, 19, 48, 36],
among others.

Let us start from the following lemma which is crucial to obtaining the error esti-
mates for space-time discretizations in strain gradient plasticity. The lemma relates to
Proposition 3.1, where we now exploit the choice X = XF ! XZ . Another important
feature is that the coupling between the elasticity problem and the Neumann problem
for the internal variable is of lower order.

Lemma 4.1. If (4.9) holds, then there exists CX
1 > 0 such that for f % X # the

unique q % Q solving Aq = f in Q# satisfies

(4.10) -q-H1+#(";Rd)Rd"d
dev ) + CX

1 -f-X !,

where % % (0, 1] is defined in (4.9).
Proof. Owing to the coercivity (3.1b) of A we readily check that there exists

C1 > 0 such that

(4.11) -q-Q + -f-Q!/& + C1-f-X !.

Letting q = (u, z) and f = (f1, f2) % X #
F ! X #

Z , we have Aq = f if and only if

'v % F :

-

"
Ce(v):e(u)dx =

-

"
(*div(Cz))·vdx+ (f1, v)XF ,(4.12)

'w % Z :

-

"
(c2w:z+.2w:2z)dx =

-

"

%
f2+C(e(u)*z)

&
:wdx.(4.13)

Using (4.11), the X #-norm of the right-hand side
%
f1*div(Cz), f2+C(e(u)*z)

&
is

bounded by C2-f-X !. Moreover, (4.13) consists of decoupled Neumann problems
for the components of z. Thus, employing (4.9) we deduce

-q-H1+#(";Rd)Rd"d
dev ) + 1C-(f1*div(Cz), f2+Ce(u))-X ! + 1CC2-f-X !,

which is the desired result.
We shall define the spatial discretization by letting Fh and Zh be finite-dimen-

sional subspaces of F and Z, respectively. In particular, assume we are given a
regular triangulation {Tk} of & (cf. [52]) and choose Fh and Zh to be the subspaces
of continuous, piecewise polynomials of fixed degree m $ 1 on {Tk}. Finally, let

Qh
def
= Fh ! Zh and assume we are given linear projectors !h : Q " Qh fulfilling

's % (0, 1] ,C! > 0 : -(!h*I)q-Q + C!hs-q-H1+s(";Rd)Rd"d
dev ).(4.14)

The latter can be realized, for instance, by letting !h be the L2 orthogonal projector.
The interpolation error control of (4.14) is well known for s = 1 [16] and follows from
[34, Lemma 5.6] for s % (0, 1). Let us explicitly remark that the quasi-uniformity of
the mesh is not needed here.

The operator Ph : Q " Qh is instead defined to be the Galerkin projection via
A. Namely, for all q % Q, we let Phq

def
= !qh, where !qh % Qh is the unique solution of

(4.15) (A!qh, ph)Q = (Aq, ph)Q'ph % Qh.
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It remains to prove that Ph defined above fulfills (3.3); then we are in the position
to apply Theorem 3.3 to obtain explicit a priori error bounds for our space-time
discretization of the quasi-static evolution problem for the strain gradient plasticity
model.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that (4.9) holds. Then there exists Cplast
" > 0 such that

for any h % (0, 1], q0 % S(0), and any partition %! of [0, T ], we have

(4.16) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + Cplast
"

%
h'/2+

.
#
&

for all t % [0, T ],

where q : [0, T ] " Q is a solution of (Q, E ,!, q0), and q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh is defined via
(2.8) and the initial condition q!,h(0) = Argmin

"
E(0, !qh)+!(!qh*Phq(0))

## !qh % Qh

$
.

Proof. By the definition (4.15) we have Ph 5 Ph = Ph, and (3.7b) holds for any
(3 $ 0. Moreover, by using (4.15) we readily check that, for all p, q % Q,

((P"
hA*APh)q, p)Q = (Aq,Php)Q * (APhq, p)Q

(4.15)
= (Aq,Php)Q * (APhq,Php)Q = (A(q*Phq),Php)Q

(4.15)
= 0.

Hence, (3.7a) holds for any (2 $ 0. Moreover, (3.3a) holds with CP
0 = -A-Lin(Q,Q!)/&,

because

&-Phq-2Q + (APhq,Phq)Q
(4.15)
= (Aq,Phq)Q + -A-Lin(Q,Q!)-q-Q-Phq-Q.

Finally, let us check for property (3.3b) by means of the classical duality technique
by Aubin [3] and Nitsche [49]. Fix q % Q and, by letting JX : X " X # be the Riesz
mapping, define 1 % Q as the unique solution of A1 = JX (Ph*I)q. Then, using
A = A" for arbitrary 1h % Qh we have

-(Ph*I)q-2X = (JX (Ph*I)q, (Ph*I)q)X = (A1, (Ph*I)q)Q

= (A(Ph*I)q,1)Q
(4.15)
= (A(Ph*I)q,1*1h)Q + CP

5 -q-Q-1*1h-Q,

where CP
5

def
= -A-Lin(Q,Q!) suph&(0,1] -Ph*I-Lin(Q,Q). Choosing 1h = !h1 and ex-

ploiting (4.14) for s = % with % from (4.9) we arrive at

-(Ph*I)q-2X + CP
5 -q-Q-(!h*I)1-Q + CP

5 -q-QC$h'-1-H1+#(";Rd)Rd"d
dev ).

Using the definition of 1 and the regularity theory provided in Lemma 4.1 we conclude
that

-(Ph*I)q-2X + CP
5 -q-QC$h'CX

1 -(Ph*I)q-X ,

which is the desired approximation result (3.3b) with (1 = %. Hence, applying The-
orem 3.3 with $ = (1 = %, the desired result follows.

Remark 4.3. In the special case of a convex reference domain & for 'Neu = 4,
we obtain (4.16) with % = 1. Indeed, as already mentioned, in this case we have H2

regularity for the auxiliary problems (4.9). Correspondingly, our convergence result
in (4.16) gives the order O(

.
h+

.
#).
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5. Application to the isothermal Souza–Auricchio model.

5.1. The isothermal Souza–Auricchio model. The application to strain gra-
dient plasticity can be extended to the doubly nonlinear situation of the isothermal
SMA. Let us recall the model here by referring the reader to the original papers
[54, 6, 5, 7] for additional comments and details.

The evolution of the shape-memory body will be determined by its displacement
u : & " Rd and suitable martensitic phase transformation. The latter will be char-
acterized by a mesoscopic internal variable z : & " Rd)d

dev . In particular, the tensor z
stands again as the inelastic part of the strain. Still, no plastic evolution occurs and
z is completely related to recoverable martensitic phase transformation.

Unless otherwise stated, notation and assumptions are the same as in section 4.
In particular, the stored-energy potential for the isothermal Souza–Auricchio model is

(5.1) E(t, u, z) def
=

-

"

(
W (x, e(u)(x), z(x))+

.

2
|2z(x)|2

)
dx * (l(t), u)XF ,

where nevertheless the stored-energy density reads

W (x, e(u)(x), z(x))
def
=

1

2

%
(e(u)(x)*z(x)):C(e(u)(x)*z(x))

&
+ !H(z(x)).

Here !H : Rd)d
dev " R represents a nonquadratic hardening potential. In [54, 9, 6], the

authors are interested in !H = HSoAu with

(5.2) HSoAu(z)
def
= c1

2
22+|z|2 + c2

2
|z|2 + ((|z|*c3)+)4

2(1+|z|2) ,

where c1 > 0 is an activation threshold for initiation of martensitic phase transfor-
mations, c2 > 0 measures the occurrence of hardening with respect to the internal
variable z, and c3 > 0 represents the maximum modulus of transformation strain that
can be obtained by alignment of martensitic variants. The original model is obtained
in the limit 2 " 0 in (5.2) and . " 0 in (4.2). More precisely, !H = Horg is defined as

Horg(z)
def
= c1|z| +

c2
2
|z|2 + 3(z),

where 3 : Rd)d
dev " [0,#] is the indicator function of the ball

"
z % Rd)d

dev

## |z| + c3
$
.

To model the hysteretic behavior of shape-memory materials, we define the dissi-
pation potential as in (4.4). Correspondingly, the material constitutive relation (4.5)
is now doubly nonlinear. In particular, system (4.5) can be rewritten in the abstract
form

(5.3) "!(q̇) +Aq + DqH(q) * !(t) 3 0,

where H(q)
def
=

,
"H(u(x), z(x)) dx with H(u, z) = !H(z) * c2

2 |z|
2. We may prove

that the functional H built on H = HSoAu satisfies (3.1c), and thus (3.1a)–(3.1d) are
satisfied. This is, however, not the case for the original model with Horg; the reader
is referred to [4] for some discussion on the limit (., 2) " (0, 0).

Existence and uniqueness results for a temperature-dependent variant of (4.6)
were obtained in [44]. Following [9] a function !H(z, )) = HSoAu(z, )) is considered by
allowing the constants ci()), i = 1, 2, 3, in (5.2) and C()) to depend on the temperature
). Then, the authors assumed that the temperature is given as an applied load,
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) = )(t, x), while here we treat a simpler case where the temperature is constant.
The assumption that the temperature is given as an applied load is acceptable if the
changes of the loading are slow and the body is small in at least one direction. Hence,
the excessive or missing heat can be balanced through the environment.

As for the domain & and the space discretization, we make the very same as-
sumptions of subsection 4.2. In particular, we ask for (4.9), namely, that the auxiliary
problems (4.12)–(4.13) have H1+' regularity. Arguing exactly as in subsection 4.2 we
have the following.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that (4.9) holds. Then there exists CSoAu
" > 0 such that

for any h % (0, 1], q0 % S(0), and any partition %! of [0, T ], we have

(5.4) -q!,h(t)*q(t)-Q + CSoAu
"

%
h'/2+

.
#
&
for all t % [0, T ],

where q : [0, T ] " Q is a solution of (Q, E ,!, q0), and q!,h : [0, T ] " Qh is defined
via (2.8) and the initial condition q!,h(0) = Argmin

"
E(0, !qh) + !(!qh*Phq(0))

## !qh %
Qh

$
.
Once again, the case of a convex reference domain & for 'Neu = 4 entails that

(5.4) holds with % = 1.

Appendix. The aim of this section is to give the proof of (2.9c). We follow the
ideas developed in [47] and keep track of all constants to see that they do not depend
on h.

Proof. We first recall that there exists CR
0 > 0 such that all the solutions satisfy

the a priori bound

q!,h(t) % BCR
0

def
=

"
q % Q

##-q-Q + CR
0

$
for all # % (0, T ], h % [0, 1], t % [0, T ]

(see Theorem 2.2).

Now let the partition %! def
= {0 = t!0 < t!1 < · · · < t!k!

= T } be given, and define
%!j by successive bisections, namely,

%!j def
= {t!( + 2$jr(t!( * t!($1) : + = 1, . . . , k! , r = 0, 1, . . . , 2j}.

We shall associate with these partitions the corresponding solutions q!j ,h of the incre-
mental problems for (Qh, E ,!, qh(0)). We want to compare q!j ,h and q!j+1,h. To do

so, we define E1 and E2 as follows: For t!k % %!j+1 , let t̄!k
def
= max{s!n % %!j | s!n + t!k},

E1(t!k, q)
def
= E(t̄!k, q), and E2(t!k, q)

def
= E(t!k, q) for t!k % %!j+1 . Notice that q!j ,h and

q!j+1,h are the incremental solutions obtained with E1 and E2 on the partition %!j+1 .
For the sake of simplicity let us introduce the following notation:

't!k % %!j+1 : q1,k!,h
def
= q!j ,h(t

!
k) and q2,k!,h

def
= q!j+1,h(t

!
k),

and ek!,h
def
= q1,k!,h*q2,k!,h and 'kµ

def
= µk*µk$1, where µ stands for t! , qj!,h, and e!,h (and

!!,h; see below). Since qj!,h solves the incremental problems (IP)j,!,h, we have

(A.1) 'vh % Qh : (DqEj(t!k, q
j,k
!,h), vh*'kqj!,h)Q + !(vh) * !('kq

j
!,h) $ 0.

Choosing vh = 'kq
3$j
!,h and adding the equations for j = 1, 2 gives

(A.2) (DqE1(t!k, q
1,k
!,h)*DqE2(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), 'kq

1
!,h*'kq2!,h)Q + 0.
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Define

(A.3)

!k!,h
def
= (DqE1(t!k, q

1,k
!,h)*DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), q

1,k
!,h*q2,k!,h)Q $ &-q1,k!,h*q2,k!,h-2Q = &-ek!,h-2Q.

Let us estimate the increment

'k!!,h
def
= !k!,h * !k$1

!,h = ('k(DqE1(t!k, q
1,k
!,h)*DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h)), e

k$1
!,h )Q

* (DqE1(t!k, q
1,k
!,h)*DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), 'ke!,h)Q

* 2(DqE1(t!k, q
2,k
!,h)*DqE2(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), 'ke!,h)Q

+ 2(DqE1(t!k, q
1,k
!,h)*DqE2(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), 'ke!,h)Q.

Let Ak % Lin(Q,Q#) be the symmetric operator defined by

Ak
def
=

- 1

0
D2

qE1(t!k, q
2,k
!,h+)e

k
!,h)d).

We get Akek!,h = DqE1(t!k, q
1,k
!,h) * DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), and thus

(A.4)
('k(DqE1(t!k, q

1,k
!,h)*DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h)), e

k$1
!,h )Q * (DqE1(t!k, q

1,k
!,h)*DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h), 'ke!,h)Q

= (Ake
k
!,h*Ak$1e

k$1
!,h , ek$1

!,h )Q * (Ake
k
!,h, 'ke!,h)Q

= *(Ak'ke!,h, 'ke!,h)Q + ((Ak*Ak$1)e
k$1
!,h , ek$1

!,h )Q.

By convexity of E1(t!k, ·), we have

'y % Q : (Aky, y)Q $ 0,

and since D2
qE is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T ] ! BR for all R > 0,

-Ak*Ak$1-Lin(Q,Q!) + CE,R%|t!k*t!k$1|+-'kq1!,h-Q+-'kq2!,h-Q
&
,

where CE,R depends only on E and R > 0 such that R $ max!,h
"

-'kqj!,h-Q; j =

1, 2, t!k % %!j+1
$
and BR denotes the ball of radius R. Using (A.2), it follows that

(A.5)
'k!!,h + CE,R%|t!k*t!k$1|+-'kq1!,h-Q+-'kq2!,h-Q

&
-ek$1

!,h -2Q
+ 2-DqE1(t!k, q

2,k
!,h)*DqE2(t!k, q

2,k
!,h)-Q!-'ke!,h-Q.

Since E(t, ·) is &-uniformly convex, the incremental solutions are Lipschitz continuous,
i.e.,

(A.6) 'j = 1, 2 : -'kqj!,h-Q + CR
1 |t!k*t!k$1|,

where CR
1 > 0 is independent of h and # (cf. Theorem 2.2). Carrying (A.6) and (A.3)

in (A.5), and observing that -'ke!,h-Q + -'kq1!,h-Q + -'kq2!,h-Q, we obtain

'k!!,h + CE,R

&
(1+2CR

1 )!k$1
!,h |t!k*t!k$1|+ 40CR

1 |t!k*t!k$1|,

where

0
def
= max

t!k&$
!j+1

sup
q&B

CR
0

-DqE1(t!k, q)*DqE2(t!k, q)-Q! .
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Let us denote C4 = max
"
CE,R(1+2CR

1 )/&, 4CR
1

$
; we infer

!k!,h + !k$1
!,h

%
1+C4(t

!
k*t!k$1)

&
+ 0C4(t

!
k*t!k$1).

Since !0!,h = 0, by induction over k, we find

!k!,h + C40
n/

k=1

(t!k*t!k$1)
n3

j=k+1

%
1+C4(t

!
j *t!j$1)

&
+ C40e

C4TT.

Using (A.3), it follows that

(A.7) -q1,k!,h*q2,k!,h-2Q + C4eC4TT

&
0.

Owing to the definitions of E1 and E2, we infer that there exists a constant C5 > 0
such that

0 + C5 max
t!k&$

!j+1
(t!k*t!k$1) + C52

$j#,

which implies that

't % [0, T ] : -q!j+1,h(t)*q!j,h(t)-Q + C62
$j/2.

# , where C6 =

4
C4T eC4T

&
C5.

Note that (q!j ,h(t))j&N is a Cauchy sequence whose limit qh : [0, T ] " Qh is the unique
solution for (Qh, E ,!, qh(0)). By adding all these estimates, we infer

(A.8) 't % [0, T ] : -q!,h(t)*qh(t)-Q +
%/

j=0

C62
$j/2.

# + 4C6
.
# ,

which proves (2.9c).
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